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ADDENDUM II
Targa Midstream Services LLC (Targa) appends the Four-Factor Analysis for Eunice Gas Plant, Monument Gas
Plant and Saunders Gas Plant with the following information requested by Kerwin Singleton’s December 23,
2019 emailed letter titled “Request for Additional Information on Four-Factor Analysis under the Regional Haze
Program.” In addition, this submittal includes the SSM Flaring Addendum that NMED requested for the
Saunders Gas Plant.

INTRODUCTION
In supplementing, at NMED’s request, Targa’s original four-factor analysis reports submitted on October 31,
2019, Targa wishes to re-assert as an initial matter that emissions from its facilities are unlikely to impact Class I
areas at all. The NMED did not consider actual contribution to visibility impairment when selecting sources for
the Four-Factor Analysis, but this is a critical factor in establishing realistic reasonable progress goals for Class I
areas. As demonstrated in Section 1.1.1 of Targa’s original reports, the location of Targa’s facilities and
meteorology make it unlikely that potential emissions could impact Class I areas. Therefore, when balancing
retrofit costs and visibility improvements, NMED should remain mindful that emissions reductions from Targa’s
facilities are unlikely to contribute to improvement in regional haze at Class I areas.

RESPONSE TO FOUR-FACTOR ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
Please find below Targa’s response to questions from the NMED December 23, 2019 letter on the Four-Factor
Analysis reports that Targa submitted on October 31, 2019 for the Monument, Eunice, and Saunders Gas Plants.
1. Overarching (for all 3 facilities)
a. Please provide the electronic spreadsheets used to determine the costs of control technologies for all
three facilities for all sources subject to the four-factor analysis.
Targa has included a CD with copies of the Excel spreadsheets used in the Four Factor Analyses for the three
plants.
b. Flaring: Please provide the following information for the flares at the Targa facilities with emission
limits of NOX and/or SO2 greater than 10 pounds per hour (pph) and equal to or greater than 5 tons
per year (tpy): Monument Gas Processing Plant F-01, F-02, F-03; Eunice Gas Processing Plant F-01 and
F-02; Saunders Gas Processing Plant F-01.
i. If not already provided in the SSM Flaring Addendum submitted on December 13, 2019 from the
Eunice and Monument gas plants, please provide a description of each flare and all of its purposes.
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Facility

Monument Gas
Plant

Flare
Unit No.

Description

F-01

Process flare used during maintenance or upset events within the
facility to control residue gas (pipeline quality natural gas). Flare meets
40 CFR 60.18 requirements with a 98 % destruction efficiency.

F-02

Process flare used during maintenance or upset events within the
facility to combust inlet gas. Flare meets 40 CFR 60.18 requirements
with a 98 % destruction efficiency.

F-03

Process flare used during AGI well maintenance or upset events within
the facility to combust acid gas. Flare meets 40 CFR 60.18
requirements with a 98 % destruction efficiency.

F-01

Process flare used during AGI well maintenance or upset events within
the facility to combust acid gas. Flare meets 40 CFR 60.18 requirements
with a 98 % destruction efficiency.

F-02

Process flare used during maintenance or upset events within the
facility to combust inlet and residue gas. Flare meets 40 CFR 60.18
requirements with a 98 % destruction efficiency.

F-01

Process flare used during SRU maintenance or upset events when the
SRU is not operating to combust acid gas. Flare meets 40 CFR 60.18
requirements with a 98 % destruction efficiency.

Eunice Gas Plant

Saunders Gas
Plant

ii. Provide the startup, shutdown, and maintenance plan required by 20.2.7.14 NMAC that was
mentioned as the existing and only method and that is currently implemented to reduce SSM flaring
emissions, including any equipment maintenance and training plans used to prevent outages.
According to the December 13, 2019 submittal, there are no other alternatives to reducing
emissions other than that is required by 20.2.7.14 NMAC. If it is not possible to make any
improvements to the facility or its processes to reduce SSM flaring events, then please explain why.
Targa is commercially and economically incentivized to minimize SSM downtime, and thereby SSM
flaring. Further, the AQB’s excess emissions reporting rules and enforcement process incentivize Targa
to minimize SSM downtime and SSM flaring. Targa’s existing O&M policies and SSM Plans were designed
and are implemented accordingly. As explained in Targa’s SSM Flaring Addendums (and in Section 4 of
this submittal for the Saunders Gas Plant), Targa takes a number of steps to prevent and reduce SSM
flaring, and Targa’s practices comply with NMED’s "minimize emissions" requirements in 20.2.7.14
NMAC. That said, it is infeasible to completely eliminate SSM downtime and SSM flaring emissions—
indeed, Targa has represented expected SSM emissions in permit applications and the AQB authorized
those emissions.
Targa’s SSM plans are attached to this submittal in Appendix B.
iii. List and describe all of the reasons that trigger each type of flaring event. This is to identify and
clarify the causes to help find potential solutions to reduce flaring emissions.
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Please refer to Targa’s SSM Flaring Addendums, Section 4 of this submittal (Saunders Gas Plant), and the
table in Section b.i. above.
iv. Include a discussion of any potential alternative control options or operational changes that
could reduce flaring NOX and/or SO2 emissions, including but not limited to:
a. infrastructure that allows recovering and re-routing or recirculating the gas within the
facility or outside of the facility until an SSM event is over;
This option is outside the scope of the haze analysis. The regional haze planning process should
result in establishment of emissions limitations or other limitations (40 C.F.R. 51.308(f)(2)) that
may be met by applying retrofit technologies or practices to an existing source, not redefining a
source. See 40 C.F.R. Part 51, App. Y (“We do not consider BART as a requirement to redesign
the source when considering available control alternatives. For example, where the source
subject to BART is a coal-fired electric generator, we do not require the BART analysis to
consider building a natural gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be inherently less
polluting on a per unit basis.”). As demonstrated below, this option would completely redefine
the gas processing plants.
Rerouting gas volumes to other facilities is currently in place when a facility has an SSM event.
However, inlet gas to a facility cannot be diverted or routed directly to a sales meter or
transmission pipeline (bypassing the facility) due to contaminants in the inlet gas such as water,
CO2, H2S, and heavy liquids. Sales pipelines cannot and will not take inlet gas unless it meets
certain specifications. Inlet gas cannot be recirculated back to the producer or field system.
Producer gas continues flowing until high pressure limits of equipment and/or pipe is reached,
resulting in flaring or physically shut-in gas at the well head.
As stated above and in the SSM flaring addendums, the current operating system will route gas
to other nearby gas plants when possible during SSM or upset events.
b. sulfur absorbent technology used to remove sulfur from pipelines and other auxiliary
equipment to reduce inlet or plant flaring SO2 emissions;
Targa already utilizes sulfur absorbent technology, amine, to remove H 2S and CO2 from the inlet
gas. Targa’s Four Factor Analysis did not include selective chemical absorption where the H 2S
remains in the liquid and disposed as hazardous waste. Non regenerative chemical absorbent
technology is not designed for high volumes (100 MMSCFD) or high H2S concentrations. When
there are both high volumes and high H2S concentrations, the amount of chemical absorbent
needed is extremely high and it is technically infeasible to store the amount of absorbent needed
on a daily basis or the ability to replenish the spent chemical to remove H2S from the stream. A
gas plant is a gathering system of wells that all converge in a pipeline to the facility. This
technology was designed to use on a much smaller scale than a gas plant.
c. Gas Capture Plans with facilities located downstream and upstream similar to those
required for producers to better synchronize upstream and downstream services with the
Targa facilities;
As the question implies, New Mexico’s rules do not require midstream companies to maintain
gas capture plans. Requiring Targa to maintain a gas capture plan would not reduce flaring at its
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gas plants for at least three reasons. First, Targa already coordinates with upstream producers
and downstream pipelines to plan for scheduled outages, and so further coordination
requirements would be duplicative and not cost effective. Second, scheduled maintenance,
unexpected equipment malfunctions, or third-party power outages are the typical cause of gas
plant flaring—not upstream or downstream coordination problems. Third, gas capture plans
are only required for producers and may reduce well site flaring. The outcome of the regional
haze process, however, should be an enforceable emissions limitation or other limitation at the
source under review, and gas capture plans can neither be converted into an enforceable
limitation nor reduce flaring at the source under review (i.e. gas plants).
d. use of remote capture equipment;
A remote gas capture system is a small gas plant (produces NGLs). Targa is unaware of this
technology ever being “proven” for use at a gas processing plant. For that reason alone, Targa
considers this technology infeasible. 40 C.F.R. Part 51, App. Y (regarding how to identify
available retrofit emission control technologies, stating “[t]echnologies which have not yet been
applied to (or permitted for) full scale operations need not be considered as available; we do not
expect the source owner to purchase or construct a process or control device that has not
already been demonstrated in practice.”).
For Targa’s gas plants in particular, using this technology would be technically infeasible for 100
MMSCFD gas plants due to the size and H2S content of the gas. In addition, when a downstream
facility has a malfunction, Targa is unable to send gas or NGL liquids to the outlet pipelines. In
these instances, especially, a gas capture system would not work since there would be no place
to send the gas or liquids downstream.
Further, the regional haze analysis focuses on the source under review (Targa’s gas plants), and
not interconnected sources (upstream oil and gas wells). The NMED’s Draft Methane Advisory
Panel Report, for example, assesses the use of remote capture equipment only for upstream
operators. As that report notes, well sites may have the space for this equipment as well pads
designed for hydraulic fracturing will have additional space become available when well pad
equipment is removed. Further, upstream operators may be able to deploy this technology
knowing that there will be a reliable stream of “shut-in” gas to be captured, such as when
buildout of a gathering system is delayed. This investment would be infeasible for a gas
processing plant that goes to flare during limited SSM periods.
e. better infrastructure planning and changes to existing infrastructure that connects the
downstream and upstream operations to ensure that there is adequately processing
capacity to move produced gas to market.
Targa does not and cannot control upstream infrastructure planning. This process is largely
driven by upstream operators and regulatory agencies such as the NMOCD, the N.M. State Land
Office, and the Bureau of Land Management. For its part, Targa has adequate infrastructure for
connecting and continues developing infrastructure to connect downstream and upstream
operations in New Mexico. Thus, Targa already has the infrastructure in place to adequately
process and move produced gas to market while mitigating flaring emissions as much as
possible.
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v. For any technically feasible solutions, provide a four-factor analysis. For additional information
regarding potential alternative controls to flaring see the New Mexico Methane Strategy.
Targa has been involved in the development of the New Mexico Methane Strategy. For example, Targa’s
Director of Air Permitting gave a technical presentation to the Methane Advisory Panel on natural gas
dehydration units. To date, that Panel has only produced a draft technical report that includes
discussion of addressing flaring and venting in New Mexico. Targa reviewed the draft report and did not
see any midstream-specific NOx or SO2 solutions that should be considered technically feasible for a
four-factor analysis.
c. Engines: Please provide the following information for all engines that were evaluated in the FourFactor Analysis for NOX:
Targa is providing the requested information below. However, as an initial matter, note that NMED has
presented information identifying ammonium sulfate as the largest contributor to visibility impairment in
New Mexico’s National Parks. Ammonium sulfate is a byproduct of gaseous sulfur dioxide which becomes
oxidized in the atmosphere to form sulfate particulate matter. This information indicates that the major
contribution to regional haze is from sulfur dioxide emissions, not nitrogen dioxide emissions. Thus, NMED
should ensure that any required NOx reductions show significant contribution to improving visibility prior
to requiring capital expenditures. Because emissions from Targa’s facilities are not expected to impact
visibility in Class I areas, any technically feasible NOx controls are economically unreasonable.
i. Natural gas-fired two-stroke lean-burn (2SLB) engines from the three gas plants have widely
varying emissions rates and control efficiencies. Please explain why there are such large
differences for engines that are the same make, model, and horsepower.
The cost analyses submitted to the NMED on October 31, 2019 were based on 2016 actual emissions.
Actual emissions were calculated based on 2016 hours of operation multiplied by the stack tested
emission rate. With regards to the engine usage, Targa attempts to use its engines uniformly but this
does not mean equally on a calendar year basis. The annual hours of operation will depend on various
factors. The main reasons may be a unit’s service availability (is it working or not), or if the unit requires
scheduled maintenance (i.e. the unit may be scheduled to be swapped with an identical unit). As such,
each year the engines will operate with different hours of operation and fuel usage. Since the NMED
requested 2016 actual emissions be used in the cost analysis, the cost calculations for each unit will have
varying emission totals which creates varying costs per ton for identical engines. Per AP-42 Section 3.2.3
“It is not unusual to test emissions from two identical engines in the same plant, operated by the same
personnel, using the same fuel, and have the test results show significantly different emissions. This
variability in the test data is evidenced in the high relative standard deviation reported in the data set.”
Stack tests are a snapshot in time and only provide potential emissions based on that snapshot. See the
included Excel spreadsheets for details on the emission rate calculations.
ii. Targa states that some compressors that were previously powered by natural gas-fueled
engines used at the Eunice Gas Processing Plant were replaced with compressors powered by
commercial electric power. Please consider and include a discussion on the feasibility of replacing
more natural gas-fueled engines with commercial electric powered compressors at Eunice and
other facilities.
The regional haze planning process should result in establishment of emissions limitations or other
limitations (40 C.F.R. 51.308(f)(2)) that may be met by applying retrofit technologies or practices to an
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existing source, not redefining a source. See 40 C.F.R. Part 51, App. Y (“We do not consider BART as a
requirement to redesign the source when considering available control alternatives. For example,
where the source subject to BART is a coal-fired electric generator, we do not require the BART analysis
to consider building a natural gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be inherently less
polluting on a per unit basis.”). Thus, replacement of one source (natural gas-fired engines) with
another (electric compression) is beyond the scope of the regional haze analysis.
Further, Targa is unable to add additional electric driven compression to Monument or Eunice without
significant investment in electrical infrastructure at the sites. Electrical substations would need to be
built at the Eunice and Monument Gas Plants. In addition, the power to the plants would need to be
upgraded by the electrical provider. Saunders Gas Plant currently generates power from on-site
generators.
iii. Consider and include a discussion of variations of Clean Burn Technology (CBT) used to reduce
NOX emissions that may be less expensive than the full CBT packages proposed. Please include cost
and efficiencies in the analysis.
Targa has provided an updated cost analysis for Clean Burn Technology on the Cooper Bessemer
engines showing an optional NOX reduction to 5 g/hp-hr as an alternative to the 2 g/hp-hr reduction
provided in the original analysis. To meet 5 g/hp-hr the engines would need to add a pre-combustion
chamber with power cylinder heads, modification to the fuel system, a turbocharger system, and
combustion air intercoolers with jacket water. To meet 2 g/hp-hr, the same equipment would need to
be installed to meet the base reduction plus an additional intercooler water circuit radiator and electric
motor driven water pump to operate a lower temperature water system for air cooling.
Please note, some units tested below 5 g/hp-hr for 2016 and are not included in this updated control
analysis. Also, unit C-03 at Eunice had incorrect emissions reported in the 2016 Emission Inventory.
The correct emission rate should be based on 14.192 g/hp-hr, the 2015 performance test on the engine.
See further discussion in 3.b. This cost analysis is attached to Appendix A.
iv. Please provide vendor quotes that include the cost information, recommendations, and
equipment specifications for the engine control cost estimates.
Targa has included the requested vendor cost estimate, recommendations, and equipment specifications
in Appendix B. This appendix has been marked confidential and included separately as vendor data is
confidential.
v. Provide the technical basis for the “historical precedent that installation of SCR on two-stroke
lean-burn (2SLB) engines can result in significant technical complications, require deration of
engines, and unreliable operation post-retrofit” statement.
Selective catalytic reduction technology has not been applied successfully to 2SLB engines. After
researching SCR controls on 2SLB engines, the EPA document titled “Technical Issues Related to the
Potential Use of Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) to Reduce NOx Emissions from Natural Gas-Fired
Lean Burn Engines” is the only document found with information on the application of SCR’s on 2SLB
engines. This documentation shows that many units did not perform properly after SCR was installed.
Targa was unable to find any historical installation of SCR on 2SLB engines in the RLBC tables. The only
proven technology to control NOX for 2SLB engines is Clean Burn Technology. This is also the technology
recommended by the engine control vendor to control NO X for the units at Targa’s three gas plants.
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When completing BACT analyses and even in the BART requirements under 40 C.F.R. Part 51, App. Y, the
EPA only requires analysis for technologies that have been proven. 40 C.F.R. Part 51, App. Y (regarding
how to identify available retrofit emission control technologies, stating “[t]echnologies which have not
yet been applied to (or permitted for) full scale operations need not be considered as available; we do
not expect the source owner to purchase or construct a process or control device that has not already
been demonstrated in practice.”). As such, this is the definition Targa used to analyze equipment for this
report.
vi. Provide the basis for the operational and maintenance (O&M) costs used in the cost analyses.
The O&M cost included in the analyses were based on Targa’s experience operating similar control
devices at other sites for expected maintenance and repair. Targa intends to conduct recommended
maintenance per manufacturer.
vii. Explain why the air-to-fuel ratio adjustments for 2SLB engines varies so much depending on the
specific engine and typical loading (e.g. 5% to 30% reduction).
The air-to-fuel ratio information was obtained in a document titled “State of the Art (SOTA) Manual for
Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines from the State of New Jersey.”1 This document contained
the range for the air-to fuel-ratio used in the original submittal.
viii. Provide an explanation for the need to upgrade the power substations at the Monument Gas
Processing Plant and the Eunice Gas Processing Plant to operate blowers for the proposed CBT.
Targa is unable to add any further high-power electrical equipment to the sites without significant
modifications to the facilities’ power substations. As stated in the original submittal, Eunice and
Monument Gas Plants would need to add a substation in order to operate more electric units as well as
contract more power from the power company. Not only is this expensive, but the power the facility
currently receives has been unreliable at times, especially at Eunice Gas Plant. The electricity currently
used to operate Eunice Gas Plant has voltage fluctuations and voltage spikes. This causes units to
shutdown or malfunction when these conditions occur. A partial loss of power or voltage spike (voltage
fluctuation) has the same effect as total loss in that it will cause high power electrical equipment to
automatically shutdown to avoid equipment damage.
ix. Typically, under the Regional Haze process, a time period of two to five (2-5) years is assumed to
be reasonable for the installation of controls; therefore, an estimate of seven (7) years to install
CBT on the 2SLB engines at your facilities seems excessive. Please detail the reason for the long
compliance times and whether there are ways to reduce compliance times and installation.
The time period Targa included to install controls on the facility’s 2SLB engines was based on an
estimate for installing controls for all 2SLB engines located at Eunice, Monument and Saunders Gas
Plants. This would require installing CBT for a combined 30 units. The timeline of 7 years allows Targa 5
years to install 30 units plus 2 years to conduct engineering design work and obtain the air permits.
Below is a breakdown of our estimate for 7 years.

1

https://www.state.nj.us/dep/aqpp/downloads/sota/sota13.pdf
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Engineering design work is estimated to take 3 months.



An air quality permit will need to be obtained before installing the modifications. Typically, an
air permit application takes 1-2 months to prepare and the permit application, once submitted,
will take 9 to 12 months to receive.



Concurrent to obtaining the air permit, Targa would also need to prepare an engineering
schedule and complete final design work on the installations and order long lead-time
equipment to install the controls on each unit.



Targa would need to obtain a new contract with the electric company for the additional power.
The electric company would need to build a substation and potentially run additional lines to
the plant. This assumes the electrical company can provide the additional power needed within
the required timeline. This is unknown at this time.



Installation could begin once the air permit was issued and equipment was delivered.
Installation of the substation would need to occur first so power would be available to run the
CBT. This is estimated to take up to a year due to long lead time of equipment.



Startup of the first set of CBT controls would take approximately 24-30 months. Assuming
installation of up to 6 units a year would spread out installation over 5 years. In order to install
the controls, once the control equipment is installed, the engines will have to be taken out of
service for approximately 2 weeks to hook up the additional control equipment to the engine.
Installing 6 units per year allows for the engineering construction crew to move from one engine
to the next in an orderly fashion since there will be reduced gas processing rates through the
plants during shutdown of the unit for control installation.

x. Please provide the details regarding Good Combustion Practices (GCP) and the routine
maintenance schedule and procedures that are currently used to mitigate NO X emissions and are
proposed as a feasible control.
On all engines Targa operates, specific job plans are developed from the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) recommended maintenance procedures. They are done on OEM recommended
intervals and are tracked in Targa’s Maximo maintenance tracking system. The operators also make
daily rounds and record exhaust temps. Temperatures are used to plan maintenance on the units.

2. Monument Gas Processing Plant
a. Sour Gas Amine Treating Units / Flare:
i. Describe why the Amine Treating Unit / Flare emissions for 2016-2017 are approximately 2,000
tons SO2. Was there a malfunction in the acid gas injection well (AGI) process? Describe the current
emissions rate, current status of operations and why there are no further control options evaluated
other than the AGI.
Targa’s Monument AGI well failed an OCD required pressure test on July 27, 2016. Targa shut down the
AGI well on August 8th to attempt to repair the well and began flaring acid gas. However, the well repair
was unsuccessful and the well had to be plugged and abandoned. Targa drilled a new well immediately
and the well became fully operational in March 2017. This was an unexpected failure of the AGI well
after only 5 years of service. Since most of these emissions were caused by an upset condition, calendar
year 2016 and 2017 actual emissions would not be a reasonable emission rate to use for Regional Haze
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review. Targa maintains that no further review should be required for the amine unit at the Monument
Gas Plant under the Four Factor Analysis as an AGI well with redundant compression constitutes
effective emission control technology of H2S and SO2 emissions.
ii. Describe how the addition of a redundant compressor will increase the control efficiency of the
AGI system.
The addition of the redundant compressor will reduce the number of hours that the AGI system is offline
for maintenance and upset conditions, thus reducing the amount of SO 2 emitted during flaring of the acid
gas. The AGI system currently must be taken offline for maintenance of the AGI compressor, which is
used to increase the acid gas to the pressure necessary for injection into the AGI well.
iii. Are there additional ways of optimizing performance of the AGI system in addition to redundant
compression?
Targa is spending approximately $7,000,000 to install redundant compression, and this was done to
settle an AQB enforcement case, not as part of meeting BACT-based emission limits. Targa has not
identified any technically feasible control alternatives to further optimize performance of the AGI
system.
3. Eunice Gas Processing Plant
a. Amine Unit Controls: Include a discussion of alternative control methods, other than redundant acid
gas injection (AGI) for amine units, such as sulfur recovery units (SRUs).
In Settlement Agreement Number AQCA 09-00(CO) issued by the NMED, Targa was required to
shutdown the SRU and incinerator at the Eunice Gas Plant and install an AGI well. In addition, Targa
believes that an AGI injection system with redundant compression as required under Settlement
Agreement ABQ TAR-0610-1701(NOV) is effective emission control as defined in the Regional Haze
rules. Targa has not identified any technically feasible control alternatives.
b. Engines: For Engine Unit C-03, provide the origin of the 5.13 g/hp-hr NOx emission factor used in
baseline emissions calculations instead of the performance test results of 14.192 g/hp-hr.
This was an error in the 2016 emissions inventory. The 2015 performance test for C-03 was not used to
calculate 2016 emissions on the engine. Targa has updated the emission rate calculations for this engine
in our analysis and the cost effectiveness has been updated based on the performance test results of
14.192 g/hp-hr.
c. Steam Generating Boilers: Units B-01 and B-02.
i. Please provide details of the GCP and the associated routine maintenance schedule and
procedures that are currently used to mitigate NOX emissions and are proposed as a feasible
control for the Boilers.
Specific job plans are developed from the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommended
maintenance procedures. They are done on OEM recommended intervals and are tracked in Targa’s
Maximo maintenance tracking system. The operators also make daily rounds on the units.
As part of the maintenance program of these boilers, Targa conducts an efficiency study every 5 years
per 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DDDDD.
ii. Provide vendor specifications that include the cost information, recommendations, technical
feasibility/infeasibility basis, and equipment specifications for the boiler control estimates.
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Vendor information is provided in Appendix B. This information is business confidential information .
iii. Consider and include a discussion of the feasibility of staged combustion techniques, peak flame
temperature reduction, water/steam injection, fuel-induced recirculation (FIR), and natural gas
reburning (NGR) to reduce NOx emissions.
The option recommended by the boiler control vender to reduce NOX emissions is to add flue gas
recirculation (FGR) to the boilers. Other options, including the options listed above, will require major
modifications to the boilers. FGR requires the least amount of modification to the boilers. These boilers
were manufactured in the 1950’s and not designed with add-on controls in mind. Installing controls on
a unit never designed with controls in mind has a high potential to affect runtime, reliability, and will
require increased maintenance. The boilers provide heat to the amine unit. With a higher amount of
downtime on the units, this will cause associated flaring since sour gas cannot be processed without the
amine system to remove CO2 and H2S. This will likely result in negatively offsetting the NO X reductions
from additional control technology.
Per our consultant, staged combustion is typical for burner types that are air staged, similar to the
Eunice burners, or fuel staged. To do deeper air staging, the boiler sidewalls would need modification as
the A frame style boilers to not lend themselves to deep air staging. Therefore, this is technically
infeasible.
Peak flame temperature reduction is how NOX emissions are reduced but is not a specific control
technology. However, this is typically done through flue gas recirculation (FGR) or fuel induced
recirculation (FIR). Per our consultant, FIR requires modification of the burners to accept the mixing of
flue gas with the fuel. This method requires very precise method of mixing the flue gas with the fuel. If
not designed well, burner acoustics will occur. This technology also requires higher fuel gas pressures.
Due to the precise modifications that would need to be made to these 1950 vintage boilers and
likelihood of burner acoustics, Targa determined this technology to be technically impractical. Targa
has already provided information on FGR technology on the boilers. See original Four Factor Analysis.
Steam injection was determined to be technically impractical for a number of reasons including that the
boiler furnaces were not designed for water and high purity water is not available. As a result, this
technology would significantly increase maintenance downtime for cleaning and inspections due to
scaling on the outside of the tube bundles. Additional NOX emissions would be generated from the
increased firing rate of the boiler to accommodate the additional steam requirement for injection.
Scaling would decrease fuel efficiency of the boilers increasing the firing rate as well. This would result
in higher NOX emission from the boilers, offsetting the reductions from the control technology.
NGR was not considered for these units as it is applicable to boilers burning coal, wood or heavy oils.
The Eunice boilers are natural gas fueled.
iv. Supplement the technical analysis that eliminated selective catalytic reduction (SCR) as
technically infeasible as an add-on NOX control for the boilers. The reasons given in the analysis for
eliminating SCR are that retrofitting SCR controls on boilers is difficult and affects the reliability of
the boilers and references the EPA SCR fact sheet. The fact sheet states that retrofitting is difficult
but mentions nothing about boiler reliability. The other reason that SCR was eliminated for
technical reasons is that SCR takes significant electrical power that would require a significant
upgrade to the power system. The cost of upgrading the electric system is not considered at the
technical feasibility step.
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The boilers were manufactured in the 1950’s and installing new technology on a unit never designed
with controls in mind has a high potential to affect runtime, reliability, and will require increased
maintenance downtime. With a higher potential for downtime on the units, this will cause associated
flaring when the units are down and likely result in negatively offsetting NO X reductions from the
control technology. Targa believes installing SCR’s on these boilers should be considered technically
infeasible. However, Targa has provided the cost per ton to install SCR on the boilers at Eunice. Using
the EPA Cost Control Manual estimates $134,021.21/ton for boiler B-01 and $139,853.11/ton for boiler
B-02. This cost is not reasonable for this control. These calculations are provided in the electronic files.
v. Why was natural gas reburn (NGR) not included in the discussion?
NGR was never considered for these units as it is applicable to boilers burning coal, wood or heavy oils.
These are natural gas fueled boilers.
vi. Provide a summary of the continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS) data used to provide
the emission factors for the boiler baseline calculations.
The boilers do not have CEMS installed and CEMS data was not used. Targa used the most recent stack
test available (2008) as the baseline emission factor for the emission inventory. Targa also used this
basis for the cost analysis.
vii. Please provide the basis for the total capital investment and annual O&M costs provided by
Targa.
On all engines Targa operates, specific job plans are developed from the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) recommended maintenance procedures. They are done on OEM recommended
intervals and are tracked in Targa’s Maximo maintenance tracking system.

4. Saunders Gas Plant
a. Engines: The analysis states that the emission factors for the baseline emissions calculations for the
engines were based on performance tests. Typically, a performance test refers to an initial compliance
test using EPA Reference Methods. The Department’s records show that this was a periodic portable
analyzer test, not what would be called a performance test. Were these the only tests conducted on
these units during 2016, or were additional periodic portable analyzer tests conducted? If so, please
provide test results of all portable analyzer tests conducted on these engines in 2016 .
The portable analyzer tests conducted on the engines that were used for the emission inventory calculations
are attached to this addendum in Appendix A.
b. All Four-Stroke Rich-Burn (4SRB) Engines: Table 3., Potential Control Options for 4SRB Recirculating
Internal Combustion Engines (RICE) indicates that CBT is technically feasible for these engines, with a
NOX control efficiency of 10% - 40%; however, the narrative on the technical feasibility for this
technology concludes that, for various reasons, Targa has determined that this method is infeasible for
4SRB engines. Please explain this discrepancy.
The 10% to 40% provided in the table of the original submittal was a typographical error. The table should
have stated N/A for 4SRB engines as this technology was determined to be infeasible.
c. All Two-Stroke Lean-Burn (2SLB) Engines: The estimated cost effectiveness for the installation and
operation of CBT on the six (6) Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10 engines at the facility varies drastically from
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a low of $2,753.99/ton NOX to a high of $277,724.45/ton NOX based on performance tests (periodic
portable analyzer tests) conducted in 2016. Has Targa conducted an evaluation of these units to
determine why the emissions from these identical engines varies so greatly ((2.05 – 10.78 grams
NOX/hp-hr.)? If we assume that that the addition of CBT on unit C-01 is uneconomical at
$277,724.45/ton NOX reduced, the average the cost effectiveness of units C-02 through C-09 is $5,926.01
and would result in an estimated annual NOX reduction of 279.65 tons. Would Targa be willing to
reduce the allowable emission rate for unit C-01 to ensure continued low NO X emissions from this unit?
The cost analyses submitted to the NMED on October 31, 2019 were based on 2016 actual emissions. The
actual emissions were calculated from 2016 hours of operation multiplied by the emission rate from stack
testing. With regards to the engine usage, Targa attempts to use its engines uniformly but this does not
mean equally on a calendar year basis. The annual hours of operation will depend on various factors. The
main reasons may be a unit’s service availability (is it working or not), or if the unit requires scheduled
maintenance (i.e. the unit may be scheduled to be swapped with an identical unit). As such, each year the
engines will operate with different hours of operation and fuel usage. Since the NMED requested 2016 actual
emissions be used in the cost analysis, the cost calculations for each unit will have a varying emission totals
which will create varying costs per ton for identical engines. Per AP-42 Section 3.2.3 “It is not unusual to test
emissions from two identical engines in the same plant, operated by the same personnel, using the same
fuel, and have the test results show significantly different emissions. This variability in the test data is
evidenced in the high relative standard deviation reported in the data set.” Stack tests are a snapshot in time
and only provide potential emissions based on that snapshot. See the included Excel spreadsheets for
details on the emission rate calculations.
Targa believes it is unnecessary and unwarranted to reduce the allowable emission rate for unit C-01 to
ensure continued low NOX emissions.
d. Amine Treating Unit:
i. How efficient is the amine treating unit at removing H2S and CO2 from the gas stream? Is it
technically feasible to add additional stages to the sulfur recovery unit to reduce the amount of
sulfur compounds in the tail gas?
The current amine treating unit removes CO2 and H2S from the natural gas stream down to very low
concentrations, as required to meet pipeline specifications and the low temperatures of the cryogenic
unit used to split the methane from the natural gas liquids. The sulfur recovery unit (SRU) meets the
NSPS LLL requirement of 74% efficiency in removing sulfur from the acid gas stream. The acid gas
stream is the vent gas stream off the amine unit still vent. Additional SRU stages to control SO 2
emissions from the sulfur recovery unit are discussed in d.ii below.
ii. Similarly, as Targa had previously determined that the construction of an acid gas injection well
is technically infeasible, is it feasible to have a redundant sulfur recovery unit in order to limit acid
gas flaring during maintenance of the primary sulfur recovery unit?
Three different add-on control scenarios for the SRU are provided below to further reduce SO 2
emissions from the SRU and incinerator.


Add a 3rd bed to current SRU, which would result in a 90% recovery of inlet sulfur. The current
system reduces inlet sulfur by 74%.



Add a redundant SRU, which would result in reducing flaring emissions when the current SRU is
down for maintenance.
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Add a tail gas unit after the SRU, which would increase the sulfur recovery to 95% of inlet sulfur.

These scenarios are deemed technically feasible. The cost analysis for these scenarios are shown in the
table below.
Control
Equipment
Redundant
SRU
3rd Bed to
SRU
Tailgas Unit

Unit
I-01
I-01
I-01

Capital Cost
($)

Total Annual
Cost ($)*

Emission
Reduction (tpy)

Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

26,760,000

2,489,259

25.59

97,287.09

8,590,000

818,805

242.97

3,369.96

6,850,000

2,073,203

347.49

5,966.28

*Total Annual Cost includes the annualized capital cost, as well as the direct and indirect annual operating costs.

Targa has received an estimated direct capital costs for the equipment and vendor labor associated with
implementing the above changes to the amine system located at Saunders from a consultant who
designs the equipment. Based on prior knowledge of the equipment, Targa estimated the direct annual
costs (maintenance, operating labor, reagent cost, electricity cost, and catalyst cost) and indirect annual
costs associated with Targa’s internal labor, overhead and capital recovery for the project.
Cost effectiveness for each scenario are summarized in the Table above. To calculate the emission
reductions, Targa used the 2016 Emission Inventory (EI) data. This was compared to the maximum PTE
emission rate of the equipment post-control to get an Emission Reduction (tpy) value. The Total Annual
Cost was then divided by the Emission Reduction to come up with a Cost Effectiveness ($/ton) amount.
The full cost estimation for each unit is included in Appendix A of this report.
The Tailgas Unit would have negative environmental impacts due to the waste generated from the
caustic chemical used to control the tail gas SO 2 emissions. This control would have 600 bbl/d of waste
that would need to be trucked out and disposed.
Targa estimates that approximately 4 years will be needed to budget, design, procure, authorize, and
install either of these types of control equipment if the facility is required to add these controls. The
estimated useful life of the SRU equipment is 20 years, based on industry standards for life of the
controls.

SAUNDERS SSM FLARING
Additional information on process and SSM flaring at Saunders Gas Plant is included below as requested in
Liz Bisbey-Kuehn’s November 14, 2019 emailed letter titled “Submittal Requirements for Process Flaring
and Startup, Shutdown, and Maintenance (SSM) Flaring as part of the Regional Haze Four-Factor
Analyses”.
Targa does not have process streams that vent to flare during normal operations. Targa’s authorized flaring
is associated with startup, shutdown, and maintenance (SSM) events. As required under 20.2.7.14, Targa
developed and implemented a plan to minimize emissions during routine and predictable startup,
shutdown, and scheduled maintenance through work practice standards and good air pollution control
practices. Targa has followed these requirements while continuing to look for ways to reduce and minimize
emissions at the Saunders Gas Plant.
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Targa minimizes emissions during startups, shutdowns, and maintenance activities through the use of
industry standards and/or manufacturer recommended operating practices. In addition, equipment at the
facility is equipped with safety devices that will aid in minimizing excess emissions during non-routine
operating conditions. The following summarizes Targa’s operational plans for minimizing excess emissions.
After reviewing options for minimizing emissions associated with flaring at Targa’s Saunders Gas Plant,
Targa has not identified any new options to lower flared emission rates beyond what it is already doing.
Below is a more detailed explanation of what Targa already does to minimize emissions at the gas plant.
MAINTENANCE
Targa takes a pro-active approach to facility and equipment maintenance. Operations personnel are aware
of the importance of proper and efficient operation of equipment. Moreover, Targa recognizes the economic
incentives to maintain and operate equipment efficiently. Malfunctioning equipment wastes resources and
costs money.
Equipment at the facility is maintained in accordance with manufacturers’ recommendations, industry best
operating practices, and Targa’s own practices designed to minimize downtime and non-routine operations.
Procedures exist for maintenance of each major piece of equipment; personnel are trained in proper
procedures; and Targa’s own internal review processes ensure that procedures are followed. As a result,
nonroutine operational events and consequent excess emissions are minimized.
STARTUP AND SHUTDOWN
Targa’s Saunders Gas Plant is shutdown as needed, in conjunction with required third party pipeline
maintenance outages. During this downtime, Targa conducts inspections and maintenance of its equipment
to minimize other downtime. However, due to the nature of oil and natural gas production, natural gas
production rates cannot be easily turned on and off when a gas plant needs to be offline for maintenance
activities. When natural gas cannot be processed, the gas must be vented or combusted.
During startup of the gas plant some flaring is necessary and cannot be avoided. The first processing step at
the plant involves removal of carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) followed by the removal of
water from the gas. This processing is necessary because Saunders utilizes a cryogenic process to split out
methane from the heavier hydrocarbons found in raw natural gas. The cryogenic process operates at
approximately -150℉. Due to this very cold temperature, the gas must meet very low specifications for
water, CO2, and H2S content. Additionally, the natural gas (methane) produced from the cryogenic process
must meet several specifications including BTU value and ethane content prior to the outlet pipeline
accepting the gas.
During startup, the gas will not initially meet the specifications required to go onto the next step in the
process. Therefore, there is a period of time flaring of the gas is necessary prior to being able to introduce it
into the next step of the process. Therefore, the gas must be flared initially until the stream reaches the
specifications and can be routed to the next step in the process.
Additionally, the sulfur recovery unit (SRU) must be warmed prior to introducing acid gas to the unit. Targa
minimizes emissions from SRU startup using hot nitrogen gas to warm up the SRU beds. This allows the
recovery of sulfur to be higher once acid gas is introduced into the SRU.

MINIMIZING EMISSIONS
To reduce emissions during equipment shutdowns for maintenance or operational outages, procedures
are designed to minimize the duration of events. Such procedures include the following:
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Compression and other operational loads may be shifted to other units.
Maintenance may be scheduled for periods of low load.
Use of spare equipment to maintain operating rates during routine maintenance downtime of
certain equipment, like natural gas fired engines.
Multiple maintenance activities may be scheduled to occur simultaneously.
Gas may be routed to other nearby gas plants.
Producers may be asked to shut-in production to minimize gas flow to the plant.
Startup is conducted with lower H2S gas streams. Higher H2S streams are not introduced to the gas
plant inlet until the plant is operating normally.
Compressors are first blown down to lower pressure process equipment prior to venting to reduce
volume of process gas emitted (for example blowdown higher stage compressors to first stage
suction at approximately 5 psig rather than venting from operating pressure that can be over 100
psig).
Startup procedures for the turbines and engine are normally completed in less than five minutes,
and shutdown procedures are normally completed in less than two minutes.
Using hot nitrogen gas to warm up the SRU bed prior to introducing acid gas.

Targa believes the Saunders Gas Plant already utilizes efficient processes and mitigation strategies to
reduce flaring emissions through the use of an acid gas injection system as well as by the techniques
explained in this addendum. Additional control technology to reduce SSM flaring is covered in response
to 4.d.ii. above.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION
ENGINE 2016 PORTABLE ANALYZER TESTS – SAUNDERS
REVISED COST ANALYSES
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A-1

Targa Eunice Gas Processing Plant

Eunice Gas Plant

Boiler
Unit B-01

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
NOX ppm
NOX Rate
Fuel Usage
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
SCR
NOX control:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Flue Gas Recirculation
NOX control:

90
73.59
219.5
1.84
8.08

ppm
lb/MMSCF
MMscf/yr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- From client
<-- From 11/12/08 test data
<-- From 2016 EI calculations

80%
0.37
1.62
1,436,087
120,171
745,767
865,938
6.46
134,021.21

Control Eff.
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Assumed for SCR, AP-42 Section 1.4

<--EPA Cost Estimate Spreadsheet
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--EPA Cost Estimate Spreadsheet
tpy
$/ton

50% Control Eff.

NOX ppm
$
$
$
$
$

4.04 tpy
300,000
25,104
14,000
39,104
2.42 tpy
16,138.92 $/ton

SNCR
NOX control:

90% Control Eff.

NOX ppm

9.00 ppm

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

<-- Manufacturer estimate

45.00 ppm

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default

$
$
$
$
$

0.81 tpy
1,200,000
100,415
200,000
300,415
1.62 tpy
185,981.00 $/ton

<--Client provided
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client Provided

<-- Manufacturer estimate

<--Client provided
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client Provided

Data Inputs
Enter the following data for your combustion unit:
Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?

What type of fuel does the unit burn?

Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?
Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty. Enter 1 for
projects of average retrofit difficulty.

1

Complete all of the highlighted data fields:
Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas
25 MMBtu/hr

What is the MW rating at full load capacity (Bmw)?

1,000 Btu/scf

What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?

What is the estimated actual annual MWhs output?

Type of coal burned:
percent by weight

Enter the sulfur content (%S) =

219,500,000 scf/year
Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas
Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and %S. Please enter the actual values for
these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the
default values provided.

Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)

If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:

8.2 MMBtu/MW

Fuel Type
Coal
Fuel Oil
Natural Gas

Default NPHR
10 MMBtu/MW
11 MMBtu/MW
8.2 MMBtu/MW

Coal Type
Bituminous
Sub-Bituminous
Lignite

Fraction in
Coal Blend

%S
0
0
0

1.84
0.41
0.82

HHV (Btu/lb)
11,841
8,826
6,685

Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average
values based on the data in the table above.
Plant Elevation

3400 Feet above sea level

For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the
catalyst replacement cost. The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85
and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method:

Method 1
Method 2
Not applicable

Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:

Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)
Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)
Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR
Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR
Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)

Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)

365 days
365 days

Estimated SCR equipment life

3

Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)

1

14.72 lb/MMBtu

Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor

2 ppm

1.050

Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)
(Enter "UNK" if value is not known)

UNK Cubic feet

Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)
(Enter "UNK" if value is not known)

UNK acfm

73.59 lb/MMBtu

*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.

Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)

1

Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)

24,000 hours
700 oF

Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)

20 Years*

* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.

Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)
Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)

29 percent*

Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)

56 lb/cubic feet*

Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)

14 days

16.67 ft3/min-MMBtu/hour

*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default
values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if
different from the default values provided.

Densities of typical SCR reagents:
50% urea solution
29.4% aqueous NH3

71 lbs/ft3
56 lbs/ft3

Select the reagent used

Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:
Desired dollar-year

2018

CEPCI for 2018

603.1 Enter the CEPCI value for 2018

Annual Interest Rate (i)
Reagent (Costreag)

541.7

2016 CEPCI

5.5 Percent*
0.293 $/gallon for 29% ammonia*

CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index
* 5.5 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)

* $0.293/gallon is a default value for 29% ammonia. User should enter actual value, if known.

Electricity (Costelect)

0.0361 $/kWh

* $0.0361/kWh is a default value for electicity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.

Catalyst cost (CC replace)

$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing
227.00 catalyst and installation of new catalyst

* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if
known.

Operator Labor Rate
Operator Hours/Day

60.00 $/hour (including benefits)*
4.00 hours/day*

Note: The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet
users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.

Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:
Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =
Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =

0.015
0.005
0.03

* $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.
* 4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.

Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations:

Data Element
Reagent Cost ($/gallon)

Default Value
-

Electricity Cost ($/kWh)

-

Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)

Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)

Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)

Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)

Interest Rate (Percent)

Sources for Default Value
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017
(https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf

If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the value
used and the reference source . . .

Recommended data sources for site-specific
information
Check with reagent vendors for current prices.

U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 8.4. Published
December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.

Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) data for most recent year.
Available at
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table
_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.

Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas

Check with fuel supplier or use U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) data for most
recent year." Available at
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.

1,033

2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S.
Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power
Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.

227

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector
Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation.
May 2018. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-powersector-modeling-platform-v6.

Check with vendors for current prices.

$60.00

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector
Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation.
May 2018. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-powersector-modeling-platform-v6.

Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National
Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates –
United States
(https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).
Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate,
available at
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.

5.5

Default bank prime rate

1025

Fuel supplier or use U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) data for most recent year."
Available at
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.

SCR Design Parameters
The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on theData Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on theCost Estimate tab.

Parameter

Equation

Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) =
Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =
Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =
Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =
Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =

HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =
(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =
NPHR/10 =
(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant) =

Calculated Value

Units

25 MMBtu/hour
219,500,000 scf/year
219,500,000 scf/year
0.82
1.000 fraction

Total operating time for the SCR (top) =
NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =

CFtotal x 8760 =

8760 hours

(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =

80.0 percent

NOx removed per hour =

NOxin x EF x QB =

1.47 lb/hour

Total NOx removed per year =

6.45 tons/year

NOx removal factor (NRF) =

(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =
EF/80 =

Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =

Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =

Space velocity (Vspace) =

qflue gas/Volcatalyst =

Residence Time

1/Vspace
1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for subbituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for
coal blends)

Coal Factor (CoalF) =

1.00
417.6 acfm
0.2 /hour
5.4119 hour
1.00
Not applicable; factor applies only to
coal-fired boilers

SO2 Emission rate =

(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =

Elevation Factor (ELEVF) =

14.7 psia/P =

1.13

Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =

2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =

13.0 psia

Retrofit Factor (RF)

Retrofit to existing boiler

1.00

* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at
https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html.

Catalyst Data:
Parameter

Equation

Future worth factor (FWF) =

(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x
24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer

Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =

Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =

2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)

qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)

Calculated Value

Units

0.3157 Fraction
2,260.11 Cubic feet

0 ft2

Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) =

(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest
integer)

1,733 feet

SCR Reactor Data:
Parameter

Equation

Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) =

1.15 x Acatalyst

Reactor length and width dimensions for a square
(ASCR)0.5
reactor =
Reactor height =
(Rlayer + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft

Calculated Value

Units

1 ft2
0.7 feet
6,968 feet

Reagent Data:
Type of reagent used

Ammonia

Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) =
Density =

Parameter

Equation

Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) =

(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =

Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =

mreagent/Csol =
(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density

Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =

(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =

Calculated Value

Units

573 lb/hour
1,977 lb/hour

264 gal/hour
88,800 gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 ga

Capital Recovery Factor:
Parameter

Equation

Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) =

i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =
Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate

Other parameters

Equation

Calculated Value

0.0837

Calculated Value

Units

Electricity Usage:
Electricity Consumption (P) =

A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =
where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.

17.03 g/mole
3
56 lb/ft

12.88 kW

Cost Estimate
Total Capital Investment (TCI)

1.13

ELEVF

TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers
For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:

New

Retrofit

TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF
For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :

$0

$0

TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF

$0

$1,289,882

TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

$0

$1,289,882

SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF

$0.00

$0.00

SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF

0.00
$0

0.00
$0

RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF

$0

$0

RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF

$0

$0

$0

$0

For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:
For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :

For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour:
For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:

Total Capital Investment (TCI) =

$1,436,087

in 2018 dollars

TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers
For Coal-Fired Boilers:
TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)
Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =
Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* =
Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =
Total Capital Investment (TCI) =

in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars

* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.

SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)
For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25 MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) =

$0 in 2018 dollars
Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)

For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25 MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) =

$0 in 2018 dollars

Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*
For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:
APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF

$0

$0

APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF

$0

$0

$0

$0

BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

$0

$0

For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) =

$0 in 2018 dollars

* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.

Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)
For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =

$0 in 2018 dollars

Annual Costs
Total Annual Cost (TAC)
TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs
Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =
Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =
Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC

$743,053 in 2018 dollars
$122,915 in 2018 dollars
$865,968 in 2018 dollars
Direct Annual Costs (DAC)

DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)
Annual Maintenance Cost =
Annual Operating Labor Cost =
Annual Reagent Cost =

0.005 x TCI =
Operator Labor Rate x Operator Hours/Day x Operating Days/Year =
msol x Costreag x top =

Annual Electricity Cost =
Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =

P x Costelect x top =

$7,180 in 2018 dollars
$0
#REF!
$677,809 in 2018 dollars
$4,074 in 2018 dollars
$53,989 in 2018 dollars
1

Method 1

nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF
Direct Annual Cost =

$743,053 in 2018 dollars
Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)
IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs

Administrative Charges (AC) =
Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=
Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =

0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =
CRF x TCI =
AC + CR =

$2,714 in 2018 dollars
$120,200 in 2018 dollars
$122,915 in 2018 dollars

$53,989
9,794

Cost Effectiveness
Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year
Total Annual Cost (TAC) =
NOx Removed =
Cost Effectiveness =

$865,968 per year in 2018 dollars
6.45 tons/year
$134,314 per ton of NOx removed in 2018 dollars

Targa Eunice Gas Processing Plant

Eunice Gas Plant

Boiler
Unit B-02

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
NOX ppm

90 ppm

NOX lb/hr:

1.54 lb/hr
6.73 tpy

NOX tpy:
SCR
NOX control:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Flue Gas Recirculation
NOX control:
NOX ppm
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

80%
0.31
1.35
1,436,087
120,171
632,661
752,832
5.38
139,853.11

50%
45.00
3.36
300,000
25,104
14,000
39,104
2.02
19,371.44

Control Eff.
lb/hr
tpy

<-- From client
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 2016 EI calculations

<-- Assumed for SCR, AP-42 Section 1.4

<--EPA Cost Estimate Spreadsheet
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--EPA Cost Estimate Spreadsheet
tpy
$/ton

Control Eff.
ppm
tpy

<-- Manufacturer estimate

<--Client provided
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided
tpy
$/ton

SNCR
NOX control:
NOX ppm
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

50%
9.00
0.67
1,200,000
100,415
200,000
300,415
1.35
223,231.80

Control Eff.
ppm
tpy

<-- Manufacturer estimate

<--Client provided
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided
tpy
$/ton

Data Inputs
Enter the following data for your combustion unit:
Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?

What type of fuel does the unit burn?

Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?
Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty. Enter 1 for
projects of average retrofit difficulty.

1

Complete all of the highlighted data fields:
Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas
25 MMBtu/hr

What is the MW rating at full load capacity (Bmw)?

1,000 Btu/scf

What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?

What is the estimated actual annual MWhs output?

Type of coal burned:
percent by weight

Enter the sulfur content (%S) =

219,500,000 scf/year
Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas
Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and %S. Please enter the actual values for
these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the
default values provided.

Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)

If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:

8.2 MMBtu/MW

Fuel Type
Coal
Fuel Oil
Natural Gas

Default NPHR
10 MMBtu/MW
11 MMBtu/MW
8.2 MMBtu/MW

Coal Type
Bituminous
Sub-Bituminous
Lignite

Fraction in
Coal Blend

%S
0
0
0

1.84
0.41
0.82

HHV (Btu/lb)
11,841
8,826
6,685

Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average
values based on the data in the table above.
Plant Elevation

3400 Feet above sea level

For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the
catalyst replacement cost. The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85
and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method:

Method 1
Method
2
Not applicable

Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:

Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)
Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)
Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR
Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR
Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)

Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)

365 days
365 days

Estimated SCR equipment life

3

Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)

1

12.26 lb/MMBtu

Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor

2 ppm

1.050

Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)
(Enter "UNK" if value is not known)

UNK Cubic feet

Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)
(Enter "UNK" if value is not known)

UNK acfm

61.31 lb/MMBtu

*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.

Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)

1

Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)

24,000 hours
700 oF

Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)

20 Years*

* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.

Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)
Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)

29 percent*

Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)

56 lb/cubic feet*

Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)

14 days

16.67 ft3/min-MMBtu/hour

*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default
values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if
different from the default values provided.

Densities of typical SCR reagents:
50% urea solution
29.4% aqueous NH3

71 lbs/ft3
56 lbs/ft3

Select the reagent used

Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:
Desired dollar-year

2018

CEPCI for 2018

603.1 Enter the CEPCI value for 2018

Annual Interest Rate (i)
Reagent (Costreag)

541.7

2016 CEPCI

5.5 Percent*
0.293 $/gallon for 29% ammonia*

CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index
* 5.5 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)

* $0.293/gallon is a default value for 29% ammonia. User should enter actual value, if known.

Electricity (Costelect)

0.0361 $/kWh

* $0.0361/kWh is a default value for electicity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.

Catalyst cost (CC replace)

$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing
227.00 catalyst and installation of new catalyst

* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if
known.

Operator Labor Rate
Operator Hours/Day

60.00 $/hour (including benefits)*
4.00 hours/day*

Note: The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet
users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.

* $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.
* 4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.

Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:

0.015

Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =
Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =

0.005
0.03

Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations:

Data Element
Reagent Cost ($/gallon)

Default Value
-

Electricity Cost ($/kWh)

-

Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)

Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)

Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)

Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)

Interest Rate (Percent)

Sources for Default Value
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017
(https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf

If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the value
used and the reference source . . .

Recommended data sources for site-specific
information
Check with reagent vendors for current prices.

U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 8.4. Published
December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.

Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) data for most recent year.
Available at
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_
grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.

Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas

Check with fuel supplier or use U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent
year." Available at
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.

1,033

2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S.
Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power
Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.

227

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector
Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation.
May 2018. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-powersector-modeling-platform-v6.

Check with vendors for current prices.

$60.00

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector
Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation.
May 2018. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-powersector-modeling-platform-v6.

Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National
Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates –
United States
(https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).
Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate,
available at
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.

5.5

Default bank prime rate

1025

Fuel supplier or use U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) data for most recent year."
Available at
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.

SCR Design Parameters
The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on theData Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on theCost Estimate tab.

Parameter

Equation

Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) =
Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =
Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =
Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =
Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =

HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =
(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =
NPHR/10 =
(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant) =

Calculated Value

Units

25 MMBtu/hour
219,500,000 scf/year
219,500,000 scf/year
0.82
1.000 fraction

Total operating time for the SCR (top) =
NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =

CFtotal x 8760 =

8760 hours

(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =

80.0 percent

NOx removed per hour =

NOxin x EF x QB =

1.23 lb/hour

Total NOx removed per year =

5.38 tons/year

NOx removal factor (NRF) =

(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =
EF/80 =

Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =

Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =

Space velocity (Vspace) =

qflue gas/Volcatalyst =

Residence Time

1/Vspace
1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for subbituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for
coal blends)

Coal Factor (CoalF) =

1.00
417.6 acfm
0.2 /hour
5.4119 hour
1.00
Not applicable; factor applies only to
coal-fired boilers

SO2 Emission rate =

(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =

Elevation Factor (ELEVF) =

14.7 psia/P =

1.13

Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =

2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =

13.0 psia

Retrofit Factor (RF)

Retrofit to existing boiler

1.00

* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at
https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html.

Catalyst Data:
Parameter

Equation

Future worth factor (FWF) =

(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x
24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer

Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =

2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)

Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =

qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)

Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) =

(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest
integer)

Calculated Value

Units

0.3157 Fraction
2,260.11 Cubic feet

0 ft2
1,733 feet

SCR Reactor Data:
Parameter

Equation

Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) =

1.15 x Acatalyst

Calculated Value

Reactor length and width dimensions for a square
(ASCR)0.5
reactor =
Reactor height =
(Rlayer + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft

Reagent Data:
Type of reagent used

Ammonia

Parameter

Equation

Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) =

(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =

Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =

0.7 feet
6,968 feet

Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) =
Density =
Calculated Value

mreagent/Csol =
(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =

Units

1,647 lb/hour
220 gal/hour

74,000 gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 ga

Capital Recovery Factor:
Parameter

Equation

Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) =

i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =
Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate

Other parameters

Equation

Calculated Value

0.0837

Calculated Value

Units

Electricity Usage:
Electricity Consumption (P) =

A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =
where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.

17.03 g/mole
3
56 lb/ft

478 lb/hour

(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density
Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =

Units

1 ft2

12.88 kW

Cost Estimate
Total Capital Investment (TCI)

1.13

ELEVF

TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers
For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:

New

Retrofit

TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF
For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :

$0

$0

TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF

$0

$1,289,882

TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

$0

$1,289,882

SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF

$0.00

$0.00

SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF

0.00
$0

0.00
$0

RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF

$0

$0

RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF

$0

$0

For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:
For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :

For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour:
For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:

Total Capital Investment (TCI) =

$1,436,087

in 2018 dollars

TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers
For Coal-Fired Boilers:
TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)
Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =
Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* =
Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =
Total Capital Investment (TCI) =

in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars
in 2018 dollars

* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.

SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)
For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25 MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) =

$0 in 2018 dollars
Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)

For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25 MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) =

$0 in 2018 dollars

$0

$0

APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF

$0

$0

APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF

$0

$0

$0

$0

BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF

$0

$0

$0

$0

Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*
For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) =

$0 in 2018 dollars

* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.

Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)
For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:
For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:

Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =

$0 in 2018 dollars

Annual Costs
Total Annual Cost (TAC)
TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs
Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =
Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =
Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC

$629,947 in 2018 dollars
$122,915 in 2018 dollars
$752,862 in 2018 dollars
Direct Annual Costs (DAC)

DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)
Annual Maintenance Cost =
Annual Operating Labor Cost =
Annual Reagent Cost =

0.005 x TCI =
Operator Labor Rate x Operator Hours/Day x Operating Days/Year =
msol x Costreag x top =

Annual Electricity Cost =
Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =

P x Costelect x top =

$7,180 in 2018 dollars
$0
#REF!
$564,703 in 2018 dollars
$4,074 in 2018 dollars
$53,989 in 2018 dollars
1

Method 1

nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF
Direct Annual Cost =

$629,947 in 2018 dollars
Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)
IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs

Administrative Charges (AC) =
Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=
Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =

0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =
CRF x TCI =
AC + CR =

$2,714 in 2018 dollars
$120,200 in 2018 dollars
$122,915 in 2018 dollars

$53,989
9,794

Cost Effectiveness
Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year
Total Annual Cost (TAC) =
NOx Removed =
Cost Effectiveness =

$752,862 per year in 2018 dollars
5.38 tons/year
$139,859 per ton of NOx removed in 2018 dollars

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-01

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1200 hp
8009 hours/yr
13.165 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/22/15 performance test

34.83 lb/hr
139.47 tpy

<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

69.6%
4.00
10.58
42.38
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
97.09
5,600.65

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

62.0%
5.00
13.23
52.97
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
86.50
5,947.24

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NO X(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NO X(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-02

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1200 hp
4271 hours/yr
9.226 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/22/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

24.41 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

52.12 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

56.6%
4.00
10.58
22.60
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
29.52
18,418.34

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

45.8%
5.00
13.23
28.25
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
23.87
21,547.22

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-03

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1200 hp
7275 hours/yr
14.41 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From client

NOX lb/hr:

38.11 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

138.64 tpy

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

72.2%
4.00
10.58
38.49
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
100.15
5,429.89

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

65.3%
5.00
13.23
48.12
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
90.52
5,682.85

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-04

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1200 hp
5996 hours/yr
11.742 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/23/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

31.06 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

93.13 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

57.4% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications

13.23 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

65.9%
4.00
10.58
31.72
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
61.40
8,855.94

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

39.66 tpy
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
53.47 tpy
9,620.55 $/ton

<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-05

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1200 hp
7684 hours/yr
9.285 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/23/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

24.56 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

94.37 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

46.1% Control Eff.
5.00 g/hp-hr
13.23 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

56.9%
4.00
10.58
40.66
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
53.72
10,123.18

50.82 tpy
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
43.55 tpy
11,811.69 $/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-06

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1200 hp
8123 hours/yr
13.261 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

35.08 lb/hr

NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

142.49 tpy

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

69.8%
4.00
10.58
42.98
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
99.51
5,464.81

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

62.3%
5.00
13.23
53.72
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
88.76
5,795.64

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/23/15 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-07

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

1200 hp
6476 hours/yr
13.787 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/27/15 performance test

36.47 lb/hr
118.10 tpy

<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

71.0%
4.00
10.58
34.26
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
83.84
6,486.24

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

63.7% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications

13.23 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

42.83 tpy
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
75.27 tpy
6,834.44 $/ton

<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-08

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

1200 hp
hours/yr
19.583 g/hp-hr
51.81 lb/hr
#REF!
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/27/15 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

89.8% Control Eff.
2.00 g/hp-hr
5.29 lb/hr
#REF!
tpy
950,000
79,495
100,000
179,495
#REF!
tpy
#REF!
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

#REF!

$
$
$
$

<--Manufacturer specification
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark BA-6
Units: C-09

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1200 hp
500 hours/yr
17.249 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

45.63 lb/hr
11.41 tpy

NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

76.8%
4.00
10.58
2.65
5,303,408
443,786
100,000
543,786
8.76
62,057.80

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

71.0%
5.00
13.23
3.31
1,101,346
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
737,625.39
4,952,628
414,433
100,000
514,433
8.10
63,500.86

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/28/15 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark HBA-8
Units: C-10

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1600 hp
500 hours/yr
11.401 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

40.22 lb/hr
10.05 tpy

NOX tpy:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

$
$
$
$
$

64.9%
4.00
14.11
3.53
5,370,303
449,383
100,000
549,383
6.53
84,177.91

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

NOX lb/hr:

17.64 lb/hr
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr

tpy
$/ton

56.1% Control Eff.
5.00 g/hp-hr

Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX tpy:

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/28/15 performance test

4.41 tpy
1,158,278
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
747,588.49
5,019,523
420,030
100,000
520,030
5.64 tpy
92,128.47 $/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark HBA-8
Units: C-11

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1600 hp
500 hours/yr
16.265 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/28/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

57.37 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

14.34 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

75.4%
4.00
14.11
3.53
5,370,303
449,383
100,000
549,383
10.82
50,795.00

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

69.3%
5.00
17.64
4.41
1,158,278
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
747,588.49
5,019,523
420,030
100,000
520,030
9.93
52,349.26

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark HBA-8
Units: C-12

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1600 hp
500 hours/yr
9.838 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/29/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

34.70 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

8.68 tpy

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

49.2% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications

17.64 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

59.3%
4.00
14.11
3.53
5,370,303
449,383
100,000
549,383
5.15
106,714.75

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.41 tpy
1,158,278
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
747,588.49
5,019,523
420,030
100,000
520,030
4.27 tpy
121,892.18 $/ton

<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Eunice Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark HBA-T8
Units: C-13

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

2050 hp
7560 hours/yr
13.654 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 7/29/15 performance test

61.71 lb/hr
233.26 tpy

<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

70.7%
4.00
18.08
68.33
5,370,303
449,383
100,000
549,383
164.92
3,331.16

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

63.4% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Based on assumptions from manufacturer specifications

22.60 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

85.42 tpy
1,158,278
66,573
24,166.67
19,166.67
3,000,000.00
3,750.00
747,588.49
5,019,523
420,030
100,000
520,030
147.84 tpy
3,517.54 $/ton

<--Calculated from 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark RA-8
Units: C-01

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

800 hp
2357 hours/yr
11.9 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/21/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

20.99 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

24.73 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

66.4% Control Eff.

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

lb/hr
tpy

5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<--Manufacturer specifications
<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor Quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

58.0% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

8.82 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

7.05
8.31
5,765,849
482,482
100,000
582,482
16.42
35,473.92

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.39 tpy
956,153
558,250
48,333.33
38,333.33
3,000,000.00
7,500.00
806,499.69
5,415,069
453,129
100,000
553,129
14.34 tpy
38,568.35 $/ton

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark RA-8
Units: C-02

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

800 hp
4069 hours/yr
9.8 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/21/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

17.28 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

35.16 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

59.2% Control Eff.

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

<--Manufacturer specification
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided
tpy
$/ton

5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<-- Manufacturer specification

lb/hr
tpy

49.0% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

8.82 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

7.05
14.35
5,765,849
482,482
100,000
582,482
20.81
27,988.54

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17.94 tpy
956,153
558,250
48,333.33
38,333.33
3,000,000.00
7,500.00
806,499.69
5,415,069
453,129
100,000
553,129
17.22 tpy
32,115.22 $/ton

<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark RA-6
Units: C-04

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

600 hp
990 hours/yr
9.9 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

13.10 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

6.48 tpy

<-- Calculated

59.6% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

5.29 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/23/15 performance test

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

2.62 tpy
5,120,345
428,467
100,000
528,467
3.86 tpy
136,798.87 $/ton

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor Quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

49.5%
5.00
6.61
3.27
914,621
79,750
33,333
24,000
3,000,000
7,500
710,361
4,769,565
399,114
100,000
499,114
3.21
155,568.00

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark RA-6
Units: C-06

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

600 hp
2035 hours/yr
11.4 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/21/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

15.08 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

15.34 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

64.9% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

5.29 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

<-- Calculated (NO X(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

5.38 tpy
5,120,345
428,467
100,000
528,467
9.96 tpy
53,060.77 $/ton

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor Quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

56.1%
5.00
6.61
6.73
914,621
79,750
33,333
24,000
3,000,000
7,500
710,361
4,769,565
399,114
100,000
499,114
8.61
57,943.83

<-- Calculated (NO X(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--EPA Cost Estimate Spreadsheet

tpy
$/ton

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark RA-6
Units: C-05

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

600 hp
3938 hours/yr
8.4 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/22/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

11.11 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

21.88 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

52.4% Control Eff.

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

5.29 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

<--Manufacturer specifications

10.42 tpy
5,120,345
428,467
100,000
528,467
11.46 tpy
46,114.90 $/ton

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor Quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

40.5%
5.00
6.61
13.02
914,621
79,750
33,333
24,000
3,000,000
7,500
710,361
4,769,565
399,114
100,000
499,114
8.86
56,363.37

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

tpy
$/ton

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Clark HRA-8
Units: C-24

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

880 hp
6610 hours/yr
18.2 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/22/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

35.31 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:

116.70 tpy

<-- Calculated

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

78.0% Control Eff.

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

7.76 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:

72.5% Control Eff.
5.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<--Vendor Quote
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<--Manufacturer specifications

9.70 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Equipment, install labor and materials
Auxiliary Cooling System
Fuel System Modification
Custody Transfer Metering
Electrical Power to MCC
Permitting Cost
Taxes, Contingency
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

25.65 tpy
5,765,849
482,482
100,000
582,482
91.05 tpy
6,397.55 $/ton

<--Manufacturer specifications

32.06 tpy
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

956,153
558,250
48,333.33
38,333.33
3,000,000.00
7,500.00
806,499.69
5,415,069
453,129
100,000
553,129
84.64 tpy
6,535.39 $/ton

<--Calculated based on 2016 hr/yr
<-- From Vendor
<-- From Vendor
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Targa estimated
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

Monument Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-8
Units: C-28

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)

1100 hp
573 hours/yr
6.3 g/hp-hr

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 4/23/15 performance test

NOX lb/hr:

15.28 lb/hr

<-- Calculated

4.38 tpy

<-- Calculated

NOX tpy:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

68.3% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

2.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

4.85 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

1.39 tpy
900,000
75,311
100,000
175,311
2.99 tpy
58,680.99 $/ton

36.5% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

4.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

9.70 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

2.78 tpy
805,000
67,362
100,000
167,362
1.60 tpy
104,733.21 $/ton

<-- Calculated (NO X(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, d
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<--Client provided

<-- Calculated (NO X(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, d
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI
<-- From Vendor

Saunders Gas Plant
Amine Unit
Unit: F-01
Inputs
Parameter
Interest Rate:
Period:

Value

Units
5.50% %
20 years

Source
Cost Control Spreadsheet
Estimated based on the industry standards for the unit.

Value

Units
385.29 tpy
29.50 tpy
756.1
15.1

Source
I-01 EI
F-01 EI
Calculated from I-01 2016 EI, SRU 74% recovery efficiency and 98% incinerator destruction efficiency
Calculated from F-01 2016 EI emission rate and 98% flare destruction efficiency

Parameter
SO2 Recovery Efficiency:
SO2 Annual Emission Rate:

Value

Units
90.0% %
142.32 tpy

Source
Recovery efficiency provided by Vendor
SO2 emissions based on recovering 90% of 2016 inlet gas sulfur;

Total Capital Investment

$

Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$

Base Case Emissions
Parameter
SO2 tpy:
SO2 tpy:
H2S tpy (pre-control) to SRU:
H2S tpy (pre-control) to Flare:

Add 3rd bed to current SRU

$

8,590,000
718,805
100,000
818,805
242.97 tpy
3,369.96 $/ton

Manufacturer's Estimate, 2018 dollars
Based on interest rate, year and TCI
OpEx ($/yr)
From 2016 EI of I-01

Redundant SRU
Parameter
SO2 Control Efficiency:

Value

SO2 Annual Emission Rate:

Units
74% %
3.91 tpy

Total Capital Investment

$

Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$

26,760,000
2,239,259
250,000
2,489,259
25.59 tpy
97,287.09 $/ton

Source
Assumes new SRU recovery efficiency of 74% to meet NSPS OOOOa (2-5 LTPD)
SO2 emissions from recovering sulfur flaring during SRU maintenance events; 2016 EI
Manufacturer's Estimate, 2018 dollars
Based on interest rate, year and TCI
OpEx ($/yr) - what does this include? Need to add more details in here
From 2016 EI of I-01

Tailgas Unit
Parameter
SO2 Control Efficiency:

Value

SO2 Annual Emission Rate:

Units
95.0% %
37.80 tpy

Source
Provided by Vendor
SO2 emissions from flaring events that could not be prevented with a redundant compressor; 2016 EI

Total Capital Investment

$

6,850,000

Manufacturer's Estimate, 2018 dollars

Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$

573,203
1,500,000
2,073,203
347.49 tpy
5,966.28 $/ton

Based on interest rate, year and TCI
OpEx ($/yr)

$

Capital Cost Summary
Costs estimates for new 3 way catalyst in PKVG Ingersol generators from #4 Generator.

Capital Cost
Unit G-01

DIRECT COSTS
Purchased Equipment Costs
New 3 way catalyst for Ingersol PKVG generator units.

$5,500

Sales Tax (7.5% )

$413
$0

Purchased Equipment Cost (PEC)

PEC =

$5,913

Direct Installation Costs
Maintenance labor costs

$400
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Direct Installation Cost (DIC)

DIC =

$400

TOTAL DIRECT COST (DC)

DC =

$6,313

INDIRECT COSTS

3

$0
Contingencies (10% of Project)

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (IC)

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT (TCI = DC + IC)

$1,893

IC =

$1,893

TCI =

$8,206

Table B-8. Operating and Maint Cost Analysis

Annual Cost Summary

1

Annual Cost

DIRECT ANNUAL COSTS
2
Operating Labor
Operator checks .5 hrs per day 365 days per year

$3,042
$0

Maintenance

2

Labor for repairs

$667
$0

Emissions Testing
Initial 3rd party

$10,000

Quarterly

$1,600

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (DC)

DC =

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS
Overhead (60% of Operating Labor and Maintenance)

$15,308

$0

Administrative, Property Tax, and Insurance Charges (4% of TCI)

$0

Property Taxes (1% of TCI)

$0

Insurance (1% of TCI)

$0

Capital Recovery (CRF x TCI)
10 years @

8.25%

interest

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (IC)

TOTAL ANNUALIZED COST (TAC = DC + IC)

CRF4 =

0.1507

$1,237

IC =

$1,237

TAC=

$16,545

Cost Effectiveness Summary

Annual Control Cost ($)

$16,545

Pollutant to be Removed [NOX] (tpy)

63.9

CONTROL COST EFFECTIVENESS ($/ton)

$259

Base Emissions
NOX lb/hr:
19.81 lb/hr
NOX tpy:
69.47 tpy

<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 2016 EI calculations

NSCR
NOX guarantee:91.9% Control Eff.<-- Unit G-04 comparison
NOX lb/hr:
1.60 lb/hr
NOX tpy:

5.60 tpy

Capital Cost Summary
Costs estimates for 3 way catalyst in PKVG Ingersol generators from #4 Generator.

Capital Cost
Unit G-02

DIRECT COSTS
Purchased Equipment Costs
New 3 way catalyst for Ingersol PKVG generator units.

$5,500

Sales Tax (7.5% )

$413
$0

Purchased Equipment Cost (PEC)

PEC =

$5,913

Direct Installation Costs
Maintenance labor costs

$400
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Direct Installation Cost (DIC)

DIC =

$400

TOTAL DIRECT COST (DC)

DC =

$6,313

INDIRECT COSTS

3

$0
Contingencies (10% of Project)

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (IC)

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT (TCI = DC + IC)

$1,893

IC =

$1,893

TCI =

$8,206

Table B-8. Operating and Maint Cost Analysis

Annual Cost Summary

1

Annual Cost

DIRECT ANNUAL COSTS
2
Operating Labor
Operator checks .5 hrs per day 365 days per year

$3,042
$0

Maintenance

2

Labor for repairs

$667
$0

Emissions Testing
Initial 3rd party

$10,000

Quarterly

$1,600

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (DC)

DC =

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS
Overhead (60% of Operating Labor and Maintenance)

$15,308

$0

Administrative, Property Tax, and Insurance Charges (4% of TCI)

$0

Property Taxes (1% of TCI)

$0

Insurance (1% of TCI)

$0

Capital Recovery (CRF x TCI)
10 years @

8.25%

interest

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (IC)

TOTAL ANNUALIZED COST (TAC = DC + IC)

CRF4 =

0.1507

$1,237

IC =

$1,237

TAC=

$16,545

Cost Effectiveness Summary

Annual Control Cost ($)

$16,545

Pollutant to be Removed [NOX] (tpy)

71.6

CONTROL COST EFFECTIVENESS ($/ton)

$231

Base Emissions
NOX lb/hr:
21.63 lb/hr
NOX tpy:
77.28 tpy

<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 2016 EI calculations

NSCR
NOX guarantee:92.6% Control Eff.<-- Unit G-04 comparison
NOX lb/hr:
1.60 lb/hr
NOX tpy:
5.70 tpy

Capital Cost Summary
Costs estimates for 3 way catalyst in PKVG Ingersol generators from #4 Generator.

Capital Cost
Unit G-03

DIRECT COSTS
Purchased Equipment Costs
New 3 way catalyst for Ingersol PKVG generator units.

$5,500

Sales Tax (7.5% )

$413
$0

Purchased Equipment Cost (PEC)

PEC =

$5,913

Direct Installation Costs
Maintenance labor costs

$400
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Direct Installation Cost (DIC)

DIC =

$400

TOTAL DIRECT COST (DC)

DC =

$6,313

INDIRECT COSTS3
Contingencies (10% of Project)

TOTAL INDIRECT COST (IC)

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT (TCI = DC + IC)

$1,893

IC =

$1,893

TCI =

$8,206

Table B-8. Operating and Maint Cost Analysis

Annual Cost Summary1

Annual Cost

DIRECT ANNUAL COSTS
Operating Labor2
Operator checks .5 hrs per day 365 days per year

$3,042
$0

Maintenance2
Labor for repairs

$667
$0

Emissions Testing
Initial 3rd party

$10,000

Quarterly

$1,600

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (DC)

DC =

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS
Overhead (60% of Operating Labor and Maintenance)

$15,308

$0

Administrative, Property Tax, and Insurance Charges (4% of TCI)

$0

Property Taxes (1% of TCI)

$0

Insurance (1% of TCI)

$0

Capital Recovery (CRF x TCI)
10 years @

8.25%

interest

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (IC)

TOTAL ANNUALIZED COST (TAC = DC + IC)

CRF4 =

0.1507

$1,237

IC =

$1,237

TAC=

$16,545

Cost Effectiveness Summary

Annual Control Cost ($)

$16,545

Pollutant to be Removed [NOX] (tpy)

57.6

CONTROL COST EFFECTIVENESS ($/ton)

$287

Base Emissions
NOX lb/hr:

17.14 lb/hr

<-- From 2016 EI calculations

NOX tpy:

63.52 tpy

<-- From 2016 EI calculations

NSCR
NOX guarantee:

90.7% Control Eff.<-- Unit G-04 comparison

NOX lb/hr:

1.60 lb/hr

NOX tpy:

5.91 tpy

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10
Units: C-01

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
Heat Input
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1350
8656
2.05
10.4
6.10
26.41

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
MMBtu/hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/8/16 performance test
<-- As permitted
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

2.4%
2.00
5.95
25.76
942,500
78,868
100,000
178,868
0.64
277,724.45

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10
Units: C-03

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1350
5321
4.99
14.85
39.51

$
$
$
$
$

59.9%
2.00
5.95
15.84
942,500
78,868
100,000
178,868
23.68
7,555.04

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/9/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10
Units: C-02

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1350
4971
10.78
32.08
79.74

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

62.9%
4.00
11.90
29.59
847,500
70,918
100,000
170,918
50.15
3,407.88

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/8/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer
<--Manufacturer
specification
specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

81.4% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

2.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

5.95 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

14.79 tpy
942,500
78,868
100,000
178,868
64.95 tpy
2,753.99 $/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10
Units: C-04

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1350
7770
3.87
11.52
44.75

$
$
$
$
$

48.3%
2.00
5.95
23.13
942,500
78,868
100,000
178,868
21.62
8,272.54

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/8/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10
Units: C-05

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1350
5431
7.21
21.46
58.27

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/10/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

44.5%
4.00
11.90
32.33
847,500
70,918
100,000
170,918
25.94
6,588.29

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

72.3%
2.00
5.95
16.16
942,500
78,868
100,000
178,868
42.11
4,247.99

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVA-10
Units: C-06

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1350
1910
8.3
24.70
23.59

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/8/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

51.8%
4.00
11.90
11.37
847,500
70,918
100,000
170,918
12.22
13,984.79

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

75.9%
2.00
5.95
5.68
942,500
78,868
100,000
178,868
17.91
9,989.12

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMV-10
Units: C-07

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1195
5622
7.35
19.36
54.43

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/10/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

32.0%
5.00
13.17
37.03
850,000
71,127
100,000
171,127
17.40
9,833.23

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

72.8%
2.00
5.27
14.81
945,000
79,077
100,000
179,077
39.62
4,519.91

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMV-10
Units: C-08

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:
Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1195
2948
9.13
24.05
35.45

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/10/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

45.2%
5.00
13.17
19.42
850,000
71,127
100,000
171,127
16.04
10,670.31

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

78.1%
2.00
5.27
7.77
945,000
79,077
100,000
179,077
27.69
6,467.82

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

Saunders Gas Plant
2SLB Engine - Cooper Bessemer GMVC-10
Units: C-09

Interest Rate:
Period (yrs):

Base Emissions
Site Horsepower
2016 Operating Hours
NOX EF (g/hp-hr)
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:
NOX EF guarantee:
NOX lb/hr:
NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

5.50%
20 <-- EPA Guidance Default for SCR

1800
5989
5.54
21.98
65.83

$
$
$
$
$

Clean Burn Technologies
NOX guarantee:

27.8%
4.00
15.87
47.53
527,100
44,107
100,000
144,107
18.30
7,874.84

hp
hours/yr
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- As permitted
<-- From 2016 EI calculations
<-- From 8/8/16 performance test
<-- Calculated
<-- Calculated

Control Eff.
g/hp-hr
lb/hr
tpy

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

tpy
$/ton

63.9% Control Eff.

NOX EF guarantee:

2.00 g/hp-hr

NOX lb/hr:

7.94 lb/hr

NOX tpy:
Total Cap Investment
Annualized TCI:
Annual O&M Costs:
Total Annual Costs:
Emissions Reduction:
Cost Effectiveness:

$
$
$
$
$

23.77 tpy
615,500
51,505
100,000
151,505
42.07 tpy
3,601.63 $/ton

<-- Calculated (NOX(in) - NOX(out))/NOX(in)
<-- Manufacturer specification

<--Manufacturer specification + Engineering of equip/install, structural, drawings, etc
<-- Based on interest rate, year and TCI

